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Social Media: IR Savior or Nightmare 

 

 

Amid fierce competition for capital and the hollowing out of 

sell-side coverage, much is being made about the power of social 

media to strengthen investor relations. Sun Microsystems and a 

few other companies have embraced this new savior, taking the 

lead in exploiting social media. Most companies have instead 

opted for a more cautious wait and see approach. 

 

Social media has the potential to be every IROs worst nightmare. 

The reputational damage social media can inflict upon a company 

was vividly demonstrated in July in a case involving UAL 

Corporation, parent of United Airlines.  

 

The story started in 2008 when musician Dave Carroll watched 

United baggage handlers throw his guitar around. It broke. He 

spent a year trying to get the airline to pay for repairs. After 

United conclusively said it would not pay, Carroll wrote the song 

United Breaks Guitars and posted it on YouTube. The song 

became an overnight sensation. Within 10 days, the clip had been 

viewed over 3 million times.  

 

As Forbes points out, it is unlikely anybody who has seen the 

video will want to fly United soon. Some claimed the video cost 

UAL’s shareholders about $180 million, as the stock dropped 10% 

in the days following the song’s YouTube release, but others have 

pointed out more important factors such as Q2 earnings results.  

 

United has moved to patch things over, initially Twittering that 

“This has struck a chord w/us and we’ve contacted him directly to 

make it right.” United then tried to provide reimbursement. At 

Carroll’s urging, United ultimately donated $3,000 to charity.  

 



 

United’s nightmare is not over. Carroll has pledged to write two 

more songs about the mishap. Even if United Breaks Guitars 

were the last song, the melody would linger on. Brandweek says 

the event “will likely haunt the company for a long time to come” 

because the song will continue to rank highly in search results for 

the airline.  

 

Will social media provide all the advantage for which some hope? 

Time will tell. Can social media be the IRO’s worst nightmare? Of 

this, there’s no doubt. All companies should be wary, but airlines 

and other companies struggling with negative consumer 

sentiment should be especially careful.  
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